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WESTERNPIPS WEB CLICKER 1.9  
 

 ABOUT WESTERNPIPS WEB CLICKER 1.9                                             

Using its years of experience Westernpips Group company has developed a 

completely new product for the forex market, CFD`s, binary options and trading on the 

Web platforms. This is the fifth generation program from the company's leader in the 

development of technologies for arbitrage and high frequency trading. No 

analogues in the network! Introducing the new Westernpips Web Clicker 1.9 

Hurry up to buy now and become the first who can take advantage of all the benefits 

of the new program. 

99 % of Brokers are not yet ready for this powerful tool and all the doors for work and 

earnings are open for you! 

Now we offer the best ratio of price, quality and features of the program. The 

functionality and the number of available brokers will be expanded every day and now 

you purchase the product at the best price, as in the future the price will be much 

higher! For those who buy now all updates for free! 

So, what are the main advantages of the new program? 

First, it is a universal clicker that can be adapted to work on any terminal of a broker, be 

it a web platform or any other terminal for trading stocks, futures, forex, binary options 

or any other market you need. You only need to specify the place from where to read 

the quotes and set up clicks on the buttons, after which the trading algorithm on the 

full machine will do all the work for you, and the broker will not even suspect that you 

have traded using third-party software. 

The secret technology of working with the broker's web terminal allows you to 

completely imitate manual transactions and button clicks as a regular trader 

would. 

The strategy of the program is Latency Arbitrage or lagging quotes - one of the most 

profitable, risk-free and highly profitable trading systems to date! 

The program receives the fastest quotes directly from exchanges from Westernpips 

Trade Monitor 3.7 software. 
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You will have a guaranteed advantage in the rate of obtaining quotes compared to 

quotes from binary options brokers or forex broker’s web platforms. Lmax, Rithmic, 

CQG, Gain Futures, Saxo Bank, Interactive Brokers, IQ Feed, CTS T4, connectors from 

MT4 / MT5 / cTrader terminals and FIX / API quotes can be connected to the program 

of your choice. 

We adapted the clicker to work on the main binary options brokers: Olymp Trade, 

Binary, Binomo, FinMax, Migesco, HighLow, as well as Forex Web brokers FXCM, 

ActiveTrades, DucasCopy, IG Trading and Meta Trader 5 Web terminal. 

The complex adaptation algorithm for each broker allows you to work on the broker in 

hidden mode, using several currency pairs at once, track open positions and work as a 

clicker even when the terminal is minimized. In the near future, the program will be 

adapted for more than 100 brokers and customers who bought the current version will 

receive all updates free. 

 

You can follow the news and get more information on our website: 

https://westernpips.com 

https://westernpips.com/web-clicker-forex-binary-option-bot-auto-trading-

arbitrage-platform.html 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://westernpips.com/
https://westernpips.com/web-clicker-forex-binary-option-bot-auto-trading-arbitrage-platform.html
https://westernpips.com/web-clicker-forex-binary-option-bot-auto-trading-arbitrage-platform.html
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INSTALLATION AND STARTING THE PROGRAM 

WESTERNPIPS WEB CLICKER 1.9 
 CUSTOMER IDENTIFICATION: HOW TO OBTAIN A LICENSE               

To access the program you will need a login and password. 

First, you need to install the program on your VPS or computer (it is better to use a dedicated 

server or VPS). 

1. Run the installation file of the program Westernpips Web Clicker 1.9 Install.exe; 

2. After the installation is complete, a shortcut will appear on the desktop, launch it; 

 

3 . A login form will start, where you need to first enter your email in the Client Login field and 
send a license registration request by clicking on the “SEND APPLICATION” button and on 
further launches simply press the “LOGIN TO WEB CLICKER” button; 
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4. To register a new license, you must: 
a) Enter your email in the Client Login field. 

b) Click the “Send Application” button 

c) If the license registration request is successful, you will see the message 

 

 
 

As soon as our administrator approves your request, you will be able to log into the 
program with your new login.  

Requests for registration of a license are processed from 1-3 days. 
You can also contact our customer support and speed up the license activation process. 
 

Skype: group.westernpips 

E-mail: westernpips.group@gmail.com  

 

d) If you see any other error message on the screen, contact us to fix the problem. 

 

How to change your login if you forgot it or changed IP or VPS server 

A license is created for a specific VPS or computer with an IP address binding, 

and you cannot use the same username from another location. 

First of all, send a request to email westernpips.group@gmail.com with a request 

to delete your old login. Once the administrator deactivates your old license, you will 

need to send a request to register a new license. Requests to delete and register a 

license are processed from 1-3 days. You can also contact our customer support and 

speed up the process of removing and activating a license. Replacement of licenses is 

free at the request of the client. 
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If your license is active, you will see the main window of the program Westernpips 

Web Clicker 1.9. 

 

 
 

When you first start the program, you will not see some of the information, as for this 

you need to select a broker to trade and log into your account to start trading. Automated 

trading will also be available only after you open accounts on the brokers you need from the 

list on the left side of the program, replenish them and only after that you can start automated 

trading. To start and get acquainted with the interface of the program you need to use a demo 

account. 

We strongly recommend trading on a demo account for two weeks and only then proceed to 

trading with real money. Software Westernpips Web Clicker 1.9 is a complex algorithmic 

program and it requires the appropriate knowledge and experience in its use. Westernpips 

Group is not responsible for all possible profits and losses incurred by the Client as a result of 

the program. Be extremely careful when using the program on real money and do not leave 

the program unattended! 
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PROGRAM CONFIGURATION WESTERNPIPS 

WEB CLICKER 1.9  
SETTINGS AND TRADE ON BINARY OPTIONS BROKERS 

AND WEB PLATFORMS, CONNECTION SETTINGS   

The current version of the program is connected to the largest binary options brokers today. 
This list will be constantly expanded as the program expands and its functionality. 

 

- ALPARI;   

https://alpari.com 

The largest broker in the CIS Forex and Binary Options. 

Currency pairs: Basic + Bitcoin; 

Winning interest: 70-80-90%; 

Expiration: from 30 seconds; 

 

- OLYMP TRADE;   

https://olymptrade.com/platform 

The largest broker in the CIS Forex and Binary Options. 

Currency pairs: Basic + Bitcoin; 

Winning interest:  от 20 до 85%; 

Expiration: from 1 minutes; 

 

- BINARY;   

https://www.binary.com 

The largest broker in the CIS Forex and Binary Options. 

Currency pairs: Basic + Bitcoin; 

Winning interest: от 70 до 100%; 

Expiration: from 3 minutes; 

 

- BINOMO;   

https://binomo.com 

The largest broker in the Binary Options. 

Currency pairs: Basic + Bitcoin; 

Winning interest: от 70 до 80%; 

Expiration: from 1 minutes; 

 

 

- FINMAX;   

https://finmaxbo.com 

Broker Binary Options. 

https://alpari.com/
https://olymptrade.com/platform
https://www.binary.com/
https://binomo.com/
https://finmaxbo.com/
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Currency pairs: Basic + Bitcoin; 

Winning interest: от 20 до 85%; 

Expiration: from 30 seconds; 

 

- MIGESCO;   

https://migesco.com 

Broker Binary Options. 

Currency pairs: Basic + Bitcoin; 

Winning interest: от 70 до 90%; 

Expiration: from 30 seconds; 

 

- HIGHLOW;   

https://highlow.net 

Broker Binary Options. 

Currency pairs: Basic + Bitcoin; 

Winning interest: от 70 до 80%; 

Expiration: from 30 seconds; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://migesco.com/
https://highlow.net/
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The current version of the program is connected to the largest brokers today with the 
possibility of trading on a Web terminal. This list will be constantly expanded as the program 
expands and its functionality. 
 

- ACTIVETRADES;   

https://www.activtrades.com 

Forex Broker with its own Web terminal ActiveTrader 

Trade in 1 click; 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.activtrades.com/
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- FXCM;   

https://www.fxcm.com/markets 

Forex Broker with its own Web terminal Trading Station 

Trade in 1 click; 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.fxcm.com/markets
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- DUCASCOPY;   

https://www.dukascopy.com 

Bank and Forex Broker with its own Web terminal JFOREX 

Trade in 1 click; 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.dukascopy.com/
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- IG TRADING;   

https://www.ig.com 

Forex Broker with its own Web terminal  

Trade in 1 click; 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.ig.com/
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- Meta Trader 5 Web;   

https://www.mql5.com/en/trading 

           Web terminal for the Meta Trader 5 trading platform. Suitable for trading on all brokers 

providing the Meta Trader 5 terminal 

Trade in 1 click; 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.mql5.com/en/trading
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A little about arbitration strategy.   

 

The program Westernpips Web Clicker 1.9 works according to the Latency Arbitrage 

algorithm (delayed arbitration, price arbitrage, trading on the backlog of quotes). 

To work successfully with this algorithm, you need to connect to a fast flow of quotes 

(via Westernpips Trade Monitor 3.7), as well as a powerful VPS server (or dedicated 

server) with minimal ping to the fast quotes provider and the broker where you plan to 

trade. Choosing the right cent date is a key point that should not be ignored. If you did 

everything correctly, you will receive fast quotes at a speed of less than a millisecond 

and you will have a guaranteed advantage in the speed of receiving data over the 

broker's Web terminal. 

Quotations hang occurs due to errors in the broker’s software and problems on its server. 

The broker can also use the Bridge (bridge) connecting it with the liquidity provider. Due 

to this, quotes can also slow down. Especially strongly, the difference in quotes is 

noticeable on the large volatility of the market, at the time of the release of important 

economic news, the publication of analysts of rating agencies, changes in economic data, 

and so on. 

Westernpips Trade Monitor 3.7 is a universal software that allows you to receive the 

fastest quotes from the largest liquidity providers today: Rithmic, CQG, Interactive 

Brokers, CTS T4 from America, Lmax Exchange, Saxo Bank, Gain Futures, IQ Feed Of 

Europe. To work with these providers you need to open a demo or live account. For the 

use of quotes may be charged a monthly fee. 

You can also use free quotes via Westernpips Server Feed (our own fast quotes server 

from Lmax Exchange and Rithmic). 
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STARTING AUTOMATIC TRADE IN THE 

PROGRAM WESTERNPIPS WEB CLICKER 1.9  
STRATEGY SETTINGS AND PROGRAM INTERFACE  

Install vc_redist.x64.exe and vc_redist.x86.exe from the Setup Files folder 

1. After the first launch of the program, you will need to select a broker to trade 

from the list in the left part of the program in the “PLATFORMS” panel. 

What type of software you can use depends on your type of license. You can choose 

binary options brokers (700 USD) and brokers for trading on web terminals (1300 

USD). Full license (1800 USD) allows you to work there and there. 

Select a broker and click on its icon to open a browser tab for working with this broker. 

 

 

After that, a new tab will be created with the name of the broker and the selected 

currency pair. 
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1. Select the desired currency pair or trading instrument and make this tab active. 

Important! Quotes are read from the current active tab of the terminal for the currency 

or symbol that you have open and visible in the terminal. Do not confuse tabs! 
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Quotes are read from the broker's platform automatically and displayed on a special 

panel in the program in the Price column.

For binary options brokers this is the 

bid price. 

 

For Brokers with a Web Terminal, this 

is the Bid price and the Ask price.

If you for some reason do not display quotes, contact our customer support to 

eliminate possible errors. 

Launch Fast Quotes.  

1. Next, you need to run the Westernpips Trade Monitor 3.7 program to connect 

fast quotation providers or advisors connectors in the Meta trader 4 / Meta 

Trader 5 / cTrader / Ninja Trader 8 terminals (from the Multi Connectors folder). 

Instructions for launching fast suppliers of quotes are on our website: 

https://westernpips.ru/Arbitrage_Forex_Software_Trade_Monitor_3.7_Exclusive_User_Guide_New!.

pdf 

Description of the program Westernpips Trade Monitor 3.7 is on our website: 

https://westernpips.ru/new_version_westernpips_ea.html 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://westernpips.ru/Arbitrage_Forex_Software_Trade_Monitor_3.7_Exclusive_User_Guide_New!.pdf
https://westernpips.ru/Arbitrage_Forex_Software_Trade_Monitor_3.7_Exclusive_User_Guide_New!.pdf
https://westernpips.ru/new_version_westernpips_ea.html
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BRIEF INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE LAUNCH OF WESTERNPIPS TRADE 

MONITOR 3.7 

 

Install Westernpips Trade Monitor 3.7 (the installation file is located in the 

program files folder). 

 

Run the program by clicking on the shortcut on your desktop. 

 

 
 
 
 

A login form will appear where you need to enter your email and click the “Login 

To Trade Monitor” button. If you do not have a registered login, click the “Send 

Application” button and wait for the license to be activated. 
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Next, in the main window of the program, select the supplier of fast quotes you 

need by clicking on the button with the name of the supplier or on the “Multi 

Connectors” button to select other suppliers from the list. Next, enter your login 

and password and click the “Start” button to start the quote monitor. By clicking 

the “Instruments” button you can select the available trading tools. 

To connect to free quotes from our server, select the “Use server Feed” 

checkbox and just click the “Start” button (no need to enter your login and 

password!). This feature is only available for Lmax and Rithmic. 
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After that, the monitor will start with fast quotes. 
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BRIEF INSTRUCTIONS ON THE LAUNCH OF FAST QUOTES ON THE MULTI 

CONNECTORS TECHNOLOGY FROM THE META TRADER 4 / META TRADER 5 

/ CTRADER / NINJA TRADER TRADING TERMINALS 

Run the program Westernpips Trade Monitor 3.7 

1. Install the Meta Trader 4 trading terminal 

2. Copy the contents of the “MT4 Connector” folder to the experts and Libraries 

folders of the Meta Trader 4 terminal (Files >>> Open Data Folder) 
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1. Run the advisor connector Westernpips Newest PRO 3.7 Exclusive MT4 Connector 

on the currency pair or instrument you need: 

 

 

Instructions for running advisors connectors in other platforms can be found here: 

Meta Trader 4 API  

http://westernpips.com/MetaTrader_4_Data_Feed.html 

Meta Trader 5 API 

http://westernpips.com/MetaTrader_5_Data_Feed.html  

cTrader API  

http://westernpips.com/cTrader_Data_Feed.html 

NINJA TRADER 7/8 API  

http://westernpips.com/NinjaTrader_Connector.html 

 

 

 

 

http://westernpips.com/MetaTrader_4_Data_Feed.html
http://westernpips.com/MetaTrader_5_Data_Feed.html
http://westernpips.com/cTrader_Data_Feed.html
http://westernpips.com/NinjaTrader_Connector.html
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How to run automated trading in 

Westernpips Web Clicker 1.9  

We have created the best algorithm for working on the latency arbitrage 

strategy. You have access to the basic settings that will help you earn, without 

any difficulties. At your choice, we offer all currently available suppliers of fast 

quotes. Also available are settings for the speed of the program and its modules 

for optimizing CPU usage and using computer resources. Adjust the levels for 

opening and closing trades and you can start trading! The lot is set manually on 

the broker's platform! Do not forget to set the option “trade in 1 click” on your 

broker. 

 

Feed Settings: setting up connections to fast quotes providers. 

 

Fast Provider – selecting a quick supplier of quotes from the list 

 

 
 

Fast Symbol Code – The name of the instrument in the fast data feed provider; 

For example:  

EURUSD for Lmax Exchange.  

For MetaTrader4 / MetaTrader5 Connector EURUSD_874590 (where 874590 is the 

account number in MetaTrader4 where the advisor connector is running). 
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Slow Provider – Connect similar quotes from the right supplier. This function can 

be used if you want to trade a clicker on the Web platform, and take quotes for 

comparison, for example, from a similar MetaTrader4 / MetaTrader5 / cTrader 

terminal on the same broker. In this case, quotes for comparison will not be read 

from the Web platform, but from where you specify. In order for quotes to be 

read from the Web platform, you need to select Price Scaner. 

 

Slow Symbol Code – the name of the instrument in the connected analog of 

quotations. You only need to fill in if you have a Slow Provider connected, if Price 

Scaner is connected, then you do not need to fill this field. 
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Info Settings: information settings of the program. 

 

Fast Ask/Fast Bid – if the quotes from the fast quotes provider are connected 

successfully, you will see the Bid / Ask values here. If you have connected 

something incorrectly or you do not have the program running at Westernpips 

Trade Monitor 3.7, the quotes will not appear here, and you will see a message 

that: 

 

 
 

PipSize – the number of decimal places in the value of quotes (Digits). 

This is a very important point and all calculations depend on it! Be careful! 

For Example: 

For EURUSD: if you have a 5 digit quote of 1,12385, then PipSize = 0.00001 

For EURUSD: if you have a 4 digit quote of 1,1238, then PipSize = 0.0001 

For USDJPY: if you have a 3-digit quotation 117.256, then PipSize = 0.001 

For GER30: if you have a 2 digit quote of 11337.25, then PipSize = 0.01 

For GER30: if you have a 2 digit quote of 11337.25, then PipSize = 0.01 

For UK100: if you have 1 digit quotation 7037,5 then PipSize = 0.1 

OrderState – display the status of the current signal (if you had a request to 

open or close an order, you will see this signal here). 
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OpenOrder Settings: settings for opening deals. 

 

MinimumLevel – minimum gap quotations (GAP) for the transaction. 

It is calculated either in points and depends on the size of PipSize, or it is the 

spread coefficient (if the option AutoSettings = true) is enabled; 

For example: 

for EURUSD, if PipSize = 0.00001 and AutoSettings = false, you need to set 

MinimumLevel = 25 (this is 25 points in the 5-digit quotation); 

for EURUSD, if PipSize = 0.00001 and AutoSettings = true, you need to set 

MinimumLevel = 2 (this is 2 * points spread over 5-digit quotes); 

for EURUSD, if PipSize = 0.0001 and AutoSettings = false, you need to set 

MinimumLevel = 2.5 (this is 2.5 points per 4-digit quotation); 

for GER30, if PipSize = 0.1 and AutoSettings = true, you need to set 

MinimumLevel = 1.3 (this is 1.3 * point spread per 1-digit quotation); 

Shift Ask/Shift Bid – manual correction (shift of quotes) in the direction you 

need. It is used at your discretion in case the quotes on the fast and slow supplier 

of quotes differ in a calm market by an amount greater than the spread. There is 

also an automatic algorithm for aligning quotes, which runs when AutoShiftBid = 

true; 

AutoShiftBid – true / false; the inclusion of the automatic alignment algorithm 

quotes (smoothing); We recommend using it for trading on indices, CFD`s, stocks, 

gold, when there is a comparison of quotes with the price of the futures. 

AutoSettings – true / false; automatic calculation of settings for the spread 

coefficient (suitable for CFD`s indexes, stocks, metals). 

If AutoSettings = true, then the MinimumLevel, MinimumLevelClose, FixTP, FixSL 

settings should be set as the coefficients of the spread. 
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If AutoSettings = false, then the MinimumLevel, MinimumLevelClose, FixTP, FixSL 

settings should be set in points (depending on the PipSize value). 

CloseOrder Settings: settings for closing deals. 

 

MinimumLevelClose - algorithm for closing a deal when leveling quotes to a 

specified level (GAP); It is calculated either in points and depends on the size of 

PipSize, or it is the spread coefficient (if the option AutoSettings = true) is 

enabled; If MinimumLevelClose = 0, then this algorithm for closing a deal is 

disabled and only fixTP, FixSL closing algorithms work. 

For example: If the gap of quotations (GAP) was 35 points, and the value 

MinimumLevelClose = 10; then the transaction will be closed if the quotes break in 

the opposite direction by -10 points. 

FixTP - algorithm for closing deals by profit. If the profit on the transaction is 

greater than the value of FixTP, then the transaction will be closed automatically. 

FixSL - algorithm for closing deals at a loss. If the loss on the transaction is 

greater than the value of FixSL, then the transaction will be closed automatically. 

FixTp / FixSL values should be set either in points, taking into account the value of 

PipSize, or in the spread coefficient (if the option AutoSettings = true is on). 

 

AllowClose - true / false; If this option is not enabled, then transactions will not 

be closed at all! For binary options brokers there is no need to close trades, so 

this option can be disabled for them. 

Misc Settings: settings for closing deals. 

 

Trading Time Out (sec) – trading time out; applies only to binary options 

brokers, and affects the frequency of opening new transactions. If Trading Time 

Out = 60 seconds, then the next trade will open no earlier than in 60 seconds; 
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Terminal Sleep (ms) - The speed of work and reading the algorithm of the 

program in milliseconds. Allows you to adapt the program to work on your VPS 

as fast as possible. 

Confirm Sleep (ms) - Update rate of open positions 

Sounds - true / false; enable / disable beeps when opening / closing trades; 

Show Chart - true / false; enable / disable the display of the analytical graph for 

Price and Gap values; 
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How to set up automated trading of a universal 

clicker in Westernpips Web Clicker 1.9 

Universal clicker and price scanner is a powerful tool that allows you to read 

quotes from any terminal or platform. A graphical scanner is used and you will 

need to specify an area for reading quotes. You can also set up up to 5 

combinations of clicks in a row for opening / closing deals, bypassing any broker 

bans. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Set Ask Area” button – selection of the area for reading the Ask quotes (the 

Price scanner [ASK] checkbox should be turned on). To select the desired area, 

click the Set Ask Area button, then move the mouse pointer to the place where 
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the Ask quotation is visible, move the mouse exactly to the upper left edge and 

press CTRL, then, without releasing the CTRL key, select the entire visibility area 

of the quotation to the lower right corner and release CTRL. You can check which 

area you selected by clicking on the “Show Area” button; 

“Set Bid Area” button – selection of the area for reading quotes Bid. To select 

the desired area, click the Set Bid Area button, then move the mouse pointer to 

the place where the Bid quote is visible, move the mouse exactly to the upper left 

edge and press CTRL, then release the CTRL key and select the entire visibility 

area of the quote to the lower right corner and release CTRL. You can check 

which area you selected by clicking on the “Show Area” button; 

This is what a properly selected area looks like from where quotes will be read: 

 

 

Click Buy/Sell/Close Settings: we created a universal clicker in which you can 

set any combination of clicks for opening and closing deals (up to 5 levels of 

clicks with the ability to set the required delay between clicks). 

 

“Set Points” button customizes the area to click on your screen. 

To specify the area for a click, click the “Set Points” button and move the mouse 

pointer to the desired button >>> then press the CTRL button, if you need to 

configure another additional click, move the mouse pointer to the next button 

and press the CTRL button and act similarly to set areas for up to 5 clicks. If you 

have configured all areas to click, press the ESC key to exit setup mode. 

This click setting algorithm is similar for all Buy / Sell / Close events. 
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The delay between clicks can be set to “Delay” in milliseconds. 

X / Y values are information about click coordinates. 

You can find out which area you marked for a click by clicking on the “Show 

points” button. 

You can check how click works by clicking the “Click” button. 1 click will be 

simulated. 

The correct option is to click on Buy; 

 

 

Attention!!! If you set up all the clicks and price recognition area, you can not mix 

with respect to the screen or minimize the area where you set up clicks! For any 

mix you have to do everything again, because in this mode the program clicks on 

the area on the screen! 

If you cannot read the quotation as a universal scanner, try zooming in the browser 

so that the numbers can be seen more clearly! 

For the convenience of working with the program, a trading log is implemented, 

which displays all information about current transactions, the opening / closing 

price of the transaction, slippage and the Gap value at which the transaction was 

opened. 
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CONTACT US  

The company Westernpips Group positions itself in the market as a high-

tech company with its algorithmic systems, advanced IT infrastructure, large-scale 

developments and a wide range of various services. The programs is one of the 

main information products of the Company.  

Our team of highly qualified programmers is developing software for the 

Forex market and CFD`s as well as for the crypto currency market. Our software 

combines the largest liquidity providers (quotations) at the moment, and is a 

unique development of our specialists, created specifically for arbitrage trading 

with a lot of tools for arbitrage on Forex, CFD`s and crypto currencies that help 

you earn.  

Westernpips Group is one of the few companies that provide fast data feed 

directly from exchanges. As a result, our customers receive the fastest, most 

reliable and accurate quotes. Many large institutional traders rely on Westernpips 

Group's software in their arbitrage trading.

SKYPE TO: 

westernpips.com 

westernpips 

group.westernpips 

 

E-MAIL TO: 

westernpips.group@gmail.com 

OFFICIAL WEB SITES: 

http://westernpips.com 

http://westernpips.ru 

http://westernpips.cn  

       westernpips@gmail.com  

       westernpips.clients@gmail.com 
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